April Easy Does It Trivia
by LeAndra Smith, ADC, CDP
1. What country in Africa has more pyramids: Kenya or Egypt?
Answer:___________________________________________
2. What are the bones around your chest cavity called: phalanges or ribs?
Answer:___________________________________________
3. How many colors are in a rainbow: four or seven?
Answer:___________________________________________
4. In their natural habitat, where do rabbits call home: a nest or a den?
Answer:___________________________________________
5. How many wheels does a unicycle have: three or one?
Answer:___________________________________________
6. What part of a hurricane typically has calm weather and contains no
clouds: the rain bands or the eye?
Answer:___________________________________________
7. Who portrayed Mortimer Brewster in the 1944 film Arsenic and
Old Lace: John Wayne or Cary Grant?
Answer:___________________________________________
8. In the nursery rhyme “Ring Around the Rosie,” what do you have a
pocket full of: candies or posies?
Answer:___________________________________________
9. What mineral is added to water and toothpaste to prevent tooth
decay: quartz or fluoride?
Answer:___________________________________________
10. What action is considered a foul in boxing: an uppercut or hitting
below the belt?
Answer:___________________________________________
11. Eating which fruit will help prevent scurvy: a banana or an orange?
Answer:___________________________________________
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12. What European country is bordered by Belgium, Luxembourg,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and Spain: Chile or France?
Answer:___________________________________________
13. According to the song “Cruising Down the River,” what day does
one do so: Thursday or Sunday?
Answer:___________________________________________
14. Finish the saying: “Know which side your bread is _____.”
Answer:___________________________________________
15. Who is said to have built the Hanging Gardens of Babylon: King
Henry VIII or King Nebuchadnezzar II?
Answer:___________________________________________
16. Which word is a noun that means “a picture created by using a
camera”: telegraph or photograph?
Answer:___________________________________________
17. What bathroom item rhymes with roam: brush or comb?
Answer:___________________________________________
18. What genre of book is Agatha Christie known for writing: romance
novels or mystery novels?
Answer:___________________________________________
19. For what was the original Ferris wheel created: the first amusement
park or the 1893 World’s Fair?
Answer:___________________________________________
20. What South American mountain range is the longest on Earth:
the Rocky Mountains or the Andes?
Answer:___________________________________________
21. What breed of animal is a pug: a cat or a dog?
Answer:___________________________________________
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22. Brown Swiss, Guernsey, Holstein, and Jersey are types of what:
chocolate or dairy cows?
Answer:___________________________________________
23. What is aerophobia the fear of: spiders or flying?
Answer:___________________________________________
24. Who became the prime minister of Italy in 1922: Voltaire or
Benito Mussolini?
Answer:___________________________________________
25. What comedic duo of the 1930s consisted of one skinny and one
stocky man: Mutt and Jeff or Laurel and Hardy?
Answer:___________________________________________
26. What Sam was the 1949 Pro Golfer Association Player of the Year:
Samuel Beckett or Sam Snead?
Answer:___________________________________________
27. What baseball team has won the most World Series Championships:
the Miami Marlins or the New York Yankees?
Answer:___________________________________________
28. What actress who starred in the 1941 film Moon Over Miami was
Also the most popular pinup girl during World War II: Betty Boop
or Betty Grable?
Answer:___________________________________________
29. What U.S. president was the stuffed Teddy bear named after:
Franklin Roosevelt or Theodore Roosevelt?
Answer:___________________________________________
30. What is the famous motto of the Boy Scouts: “Stop, Drop, and Roll”
or “Be Prepared?
Answer:___________________________________________
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Answer Key
1. What country in Africa has more pyramids: Kenya or Egypt?
Answer: Egypt. As many as 138 pyramids have been found in Egypt
so far. At present, no pyramids have been discovered in Kenya.
2. What are the bones around your chest cavity called: phalanges or ribs?
Answer: Ribs. The average number of ribs found in the human body
are 24, or 12 sets. The phalanges are the bones of your fingers and toes.
3. How many colors are in a rainbow: four or seven?
Answer: Seven. They are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,
and violet.
4. In their natural habitat, where do rabbits call home: a nest or a den?
Answer: A den. Their den is a hole in the ground.
5. How many wheels does a unicycle have: three or one?
Answer: One. The first U.S. patent for a unicycle, titled
“velocipedes,” was granted to Frederick Myers in 1869.
6. What part of a hurricane typically has calm weather and contains no
clouds: the rain bands or the eye?
Answer: The eye. The eye occurs because there is a significant
difference in air pressure.
7. Who portrayed Mortimer Brewster in the 1944 film Arsenic and
Old Lace: John Wayne or Cary Grant?
Answer: Cary Grant. His birth name was Archibald Alec Leach.
8. In the nursery rhyme “Ring Around the Rosie,” what do you have a
pocket full of: candies or posies?
Answer: Posies. The rhyme is believed to be about the Black
Plague in medieval Europe.
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9. What mineral is added to water and toothpaste to prevent tooth
decay: quartz or fluoride?
Answer: Fluoride. It also helps strengthen tooth enamel.
10. What action is considered a foul in boxing: an uppercut or hitting
below the belt?
Answer: Hitting below the belt
11. Eating which fruit will help prevent scurvy: a banana or an orange?
Answer: An orange. Oranges have a more significant amount of
vitamin C. Scurvy is caused by a lack of vitamin C.
12. What European country is bordered by Belgium, Luxembourg,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and Spain: Chile or France?
Answer: France. Chile is a country in South America.
13. According to the song “Cruising Down the River,” what day does
one do so: Thursday or Sunday?
Answer: Sunday
14. Finish the saying: “Know which side your bread is _____.”
Answer: Buttered. The saying means that one should know who to be
nice to and what to do for them so you can benefit the most from it.
15. Who is said to have built the Hanging Gardens of Babylon:
King Henry VIII or King Nebuchadnezzar II?
Answer: King Nebuchadnezzar II. These gardens are considered
one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
16. Which word is a noun that means “a picture created by using a
camera”: telegraph or photograph?
Answer: Photograph
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17. What bathroom item rhymes with roam: brush or comb?
Answer: Comb. The use of combs can be dated back to
prehistoric times.
18. What genre of book is Agatha Christie known for writing: romance
novels or mystery novels?
Answer: Mystery novels. She is listed as the best-selling novelist
of all time by Guinness World Records, having sold approximately
two billion copies of her works.
19. For what was the original Ferris wheel created: the first amusement
park or the 1893 World’s Fair?
Answer: The 1893 World’s Fair. Hosted in Chicago, Illinois,
the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition was one of over
100 international expositions held around the globe since 1791.
20. What South American mountain range is the longest on Earth:
the Rocky Mountains or the Andes?
Answer: The Andes. The Andes is approximately 4,300 miles long
(7,000 kilometers).
21. What breed of animal is a pug: a cat or a dog?
Answer: A dog. Pugs are small dogs. They belong to the toy group.
22. Brown Swiss, Guernsey, Holstein, and Jersey are types of what:
chocolate or dairy cows?
Answer: They are types of dairy cows. Other kinds include
Milking Shorthorn, Ayrshire, and Red and White.
23. What is aerophobia the fear of: spiders or flying?
Answer: Flying. Nearly 25 percent of those who travel by air have
this phobia.
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24. Who became the prime minister of Italy in 1922: Voltaire or
Benito Mussolini?
Answer: Benito Mussolini. Mussolini was also the leader of the
National Fascist Party.
25. What comedic duo of the 1930s consisted of one skinny and one
stocky man: Mutt and Jeff or Laurel and Hardy?
Answer: Laurel and Hardy. The two were usually seen wearing bowler hats.
26. What Sam was the 1949 Pro Golfer Association Player of the Year:
Samuel Beckett or Sam Snead?
Answer: Sam Snead. Nicknamed “The Slammer” and having a
career that spanned six decades, Snead is regarded by many as one
of the greatest golfers of all time.
27. What baseball team has won the most World Series Championships:
the Miami Marlins or the New York Yankees?
Answer: The New York Yankees. The New York Yankees have
won 27 World Series titles. The Miami Marlins have won only two.
28. What actress who starred in the 1941 film Moon Over Miami was
also the most popular pinup girl during World War II: Betty Boop or Betty Grable?
Answer: Betty Grable. Her famous over-the-shoulder pose was
strategically shot to hide her baby bump, as she was pregnant with
her first child.
29. What U.S. president was the stuffed Teddy bear named after:
Franklin Roosevelt or Theodore Roosevelt?
Answer: Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt’s nickname, much to his
chagrin, was “Teddy.”
30. What is the famous motto of the Boy Scouts: “Stop, Drop, and
Roll” or “Be Prepared?
Answer: “Be Prepared.” The motto has been in use worldwide since 1907.
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